Direct orthogonal signal correction as data pretreatment in the classification of clinical lots of creams from near infrared spectroscopy data.
Direct orthogonal signal correction (DOSC) is applied to correct for major variance sources such as temperature effects, time influences and instrumental differences in near infrared (NIR) data. The samples analysed are creams containing different concentrations of an active drug. The final aim is to classify the samples according to their concentration of active compound. Having performed DOSC on the data, it is not necessary anymore to apply sophisticated chemometric techniques to correct for temperature or time effects and to attribute the samples to their respective concentration classes. Moreover, the application of DOSC on the NIR spectra recorded on two different instruments shows that this method can be considered as a valuable alternative for the standardisation in classification applications. Since the applied algorithm tends to overfit, in a second part of this paper, a comparison is made with an algorithm designed by Westerhuis, which should overcome this problem. Although the calibration set results show that the overfitting has been partially corrected for by the latter algorithm, the test set results did not improve significantly.